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A fragment of a sentence connects people and worlds in this anthology where all
tales begin with, "The letter was unreadable, save for the last few words."Explore
winding paths through snowy streets in a corrupt, fallen kingdom and everyday
lives turned upside down by unexpected news. Soar in sleek airships above
mystical rebellions in the Australian Outback and dive into the dangers of a
tropical island on Earths which never were. Find out a loving mother's final words,
what the IRS wants with an unorganized coffee shop owner, and what a love
letter from a vampire is like. Fourteen fascinating stories await within this
collection.
Discover the wonder of a life with God you can't contain. The pages of scripture
are full of ordinary people who walked with God as he poured himself out through
them to a world in need. What if God never changed? What if he is still speaking
to us and longing to work miraculously through us? What if it isn't a matter of
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more training or effort but simply receiving and releasing everything he already
purchased? "Life in the Overflow" invites you to know God intimately as your
Daddy in a way that spills out of you naturally. Filled with disarming honesty and
fervent expectation, this book mirrors a reflection of who you are, who your God
is and what he actually longs to do through "ordinary, messy kids" today!
When a dissertation crosses my desk, I usually want to grab it by its metaphorical
lapels and give it a good shake. “You know something!” I would say if it could
hear me. “Now tell it to us in language we can understand!” Since its publication
in 2005, From Dissertation to Book has helped thousands of young academic
authors get their books beyond the thesis committee and into the hands of
interested publishers and general readers. Now revised and updated to reflect
the evolution of scholarly publishing, this edition includes a new chapter arguing
that the future of academic writing is in the hands of young scholars who must
create work that meets the broader expectations of readers rather than the
narrow requirements of academic committees. At the heart of From Dissertation
to Book is the idea that revising the dissertation is fundamentally a process of
shifting its focus from the concerns of a narrow audience—a committee or
advisors—to those of a broader scholarly audience that wants writing to be both
informative and engaging. William Germano offers clear guidance on how to do
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this, with advice on such topics as rethinking the table of contents, taming
runaway footnotes, shaping chapter length, and confronting the limitations of
jargon, alongside helpful timetables for light or heavy revision. Germano draws
on his years of experience in both academia and publishing to show writers how
to turn a dissertation into a book that an audience will actually enjoy, whether
reading on a page or a screen. Germano also acknowledges that not all
dissertations can or even should become books and explores other, often
overlooked, options, such as turning them into journal articles or chapters in an
edited work. With clear directions, engaging examples, and an eye for the
idiosyncrasies of academic writing, From Dissertation to Book reveals to recent
PhDs the secrets of careful and thoughtful revision—a skill that will be truly
invaluable as they add “author” to their curriculum vitae.
"Write right - right now - the book by Walter M. Perkins is entertaining and
informative for anyone who has ever wanted to write AND publish a book but did
not know the steps. The book is broken into easy-to-understand components.
Perkins emphasizes the business aspects of writing a book and sheds light on
issues such as doing business with graphic designers, agents, publishers, and
printers"-- Taken from Amazon.com November 7, 2014.
Have you always wanted to write a book but, just never get around to it? Do you
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lack confidence in yourself as a writer? Need inspiration? How to Write a Book in
a Week ( A Writer's Guide to Meeting a Deadline ) is the answer to all of these
questions and more.
Research publications have always been key to building a successful career in
science, yet little if any formal guidance is offered to young scientists on how to
get research papers peer reviewed, accepted, and published by leading scientific
journals. With What Editors Want, Philippa J. Benson and Susan C. Silver, two
well-respected editors from the science publishing community, remedy that
situation with a clear, straightforward guide that will be of use to all scientists.
Benson and Silver instruct readers on how to identify the journals that are most
likely to publish a given paper, how to write an effective cover letter, how to avoid
common pitfalls of the submission process, and how to effectively navigate the allimportant peer review process, including dealing with revisions and rejection.
With supplemental advice from more than a dozen experts, this book will equip
scientists with the knowledge they need to usher their papers through publication.
Eleven talented authors challenged with just one condition-tell ten stories in exactly 434 words
each. Flash fiction in a streamlined package. Quick hitting pieces across several different
genres designed to highlight the craft and art of modern storytelling. Names you may be
familiar with, like R. MonaLeza, Corey Michael Smithson, Paul Grimsley, and Jinxie G,
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combined with some of the most promising artists-Michael Lawrence, Amy Kay, Ben Umstead,
John P. Marentay, Broadie Thornton, Rob CL, and Angel Ashton-makes this an anthology you
won't want to miss.
At lastan indexing guide for editors, authors, and designers who need to create, edit, format, or
evaluate indexes and work with professional indexers. Three experienced indexer-authors
explain the various types of indexes, the characteristics of good indexes, and common
formatting considerations. They share dozens of practical tips and over 100 examples of good
and bad indexing practices. Publishing professionals will not only learn how to edit an index,
but how to hire freelance indexers and maintain successful editor/author/indexer relationships.
While geared to the needs of publishing professionals who are not indexers, the book will
serve indexers as a guide to navigating the publishing process and explaining indexing
processes to their clients.
RANDI I've basically run my entire life into the ground. I'm on a first name basis with all cops in
this town. The bartenders here know my entire life story, and I'm pretty sure my body count
would stack higher than the Eiffel Tower. I'm the resident "bad girl" - have been since I was
sixteen. But this man thinks he can fix me . . . I wish him the best of luck. * * SEAN I'm
undercover. She's meant to be nothing more than someone for me to use to get closer to the
man I'm meant to take in. But she's hell on wheels, and everything about her draws me into
her. Before I know it, I'm in deep, and all of my lies are digging me into a deeper hole. Because
I can't tell her who I am. I'm not allowed to blow my cover. And I'm terrified that when she does
find out who I really am, I'm going to lose her. **Fast paced romance novel. 17+.
Elizabeth II, at the age of 91, is the longest-reigning monarch ever to sit on the throne of
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England. Most people living today have no memory of a time when she was not Queen. But
when she was born, no one knew she was destined to rule. Her father, the Duke of York, was
only the second son of George V. His dashing playboy brother was Prince of Wales and heir to
the throne. It wasn't until King Edward VIII abdicated his throne to marry Wallis Simpson in
1936 that the Princess Elizabeth, then ten years old, knew the course that her life was to take.
From the unlikely romance that united her parents, to the abdication that nearly toppled the
monarchy, this biography will introduce you to the Princess who came before the Queen. Set
apart from other children and sheltered by her parents, her steadiness of character
nonetheless enabled her to help fight the Nazis in World War II and overcome steep obstacles
in order to marry the man she loved. These were the years that forged the character of the
woman whose 65-year reign has seen her country through the second half of the 20th century
and beyond.
Discover how to become an entrepreneur by starting your own small business Do you hate
your job? Are you looking for a way to build the lifestyle you want? Do you want to work from
home but have no business ideas? Would you like to explore new business opportunities?
Becoming an entrepreneur and starting your own business is actually not as difficult as what
most people would have you believe. You don't need a MBA or business degree, nor do you
need years of experience. Entrepreneurs start small businesses, often highly successful, with a
few simple business ideas and not much else. Take Action! and Start your own Business
explores why entrepreneurs go out on their own and how they go about it. **** The myths
surrounding starting your own business are stripped away. This book will show you: How to
start your own business. Where to look for new business ideas. How entrepreneurs take
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business ideas and turn them into profit. How running a small business can free you from the
rat race. How to build your life around your unique purpose in life. Taking Consistent Action is
Key to Changing your LifeDo you want your own profitable small business that will bring fame
and success? Do you desire financial independence and personal freedom? Would you love to
improve your relationships and make them more fulfilling by being able to spend more quality
time with your loved ones?**** Becoming an entrepreneur and starting your own business
becomes easy once you know how. You can achieve all of the above, but you must be willing
to take action. If you apply the principles taught, you can become an entrepreneur and start a
small business faster than what you ever imagined possible. Will this be one of those books
that will change your life and start you on your entrepreneurial journey? There's only one way
to find out ...Starting a business has never been made this easy!
#1 NATIONAL BESTSELLER * INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “T. J. Newman
has written the perfect thriller! A must-read.” —Gillian Flynn “Stunning and relentless. This is
Jaws at 35,000 feet.” —Don Winslow “Falling is the best kind of thriller…Nonstop, totally
authentic suspense.” —James Patterson “Amazing...Intense suspense, shocks, and
scares...Chilling.” —Lee Child You just boarded a flight to New York. There are one hundred
and forty-three other passengers onboard. What you don’t know is that thirty minutes before
the flight your pilot’s family was kidnapped. For his family to live, everyone on your plane must
die. The only way the family will survive is if the pilot follows his orders and crashes the plane.
Enjoy the flight.
I suspect that if you are reading this book, then you either just finished your book or you are
contemplating self-publishing books as a full-time or part-time income or just to publish your
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book and brag to your friends about it later. In any case, this book is written for you and it
comes from my heart, and from my many trial and errors over the last two years and still am
doing today. I hope I will not let you down with the content of this book and that you will find it
useful.

First and foremost a novel about public shaming in the internet age, If You Don’t
Have Anything Nice to Say by Leila Sales is also an exploration of the power of
words, the cumulative destructiveness of microaggressions, and the pressing
need for empathy. Before we go any further, I want you to understand this: I am
not a good person. We all want to be seen. We all want to be heard. But what
happens when we’re seen and heard saying or doing the wrong things? When
Winter Halperin—former spelling bee champion, aspiring writer, and daughter of a
parenting expert—gets caught saying the wrong thing online, her life explodes. All
across the world, people know what she’s done, and none of them will forgive
her. With her friends gone, her future plans cut short, and her identity in
shambles, Winter is just trying to pick up the pieces without hurting anyone else.
She knows she messed up, but does that mean it’s okay for people to send her
hate mail and death threats? Did she deserve to lose all that she’s lost? And is
“I’m sorry” ever good enough? Decide for yourself.
Editing is an invisible art where the very best work goes undetected. Editors
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strive to create books that are enlightening, seamless, and pleasurable to read,
all while giving credit to the author. This makes it all the more difficult to truly
understand the range of roles they inhabit while shepherding a project from
concept to publication. In What Editors Do, Peter Ginna gathers essays from
twenty-seven leading figures in book publishing about their work. Representing
both large houses and small, and encompassing trade, textbook, academic, and
children’s publishing, the contributors make the case for why editing remains a
vital function to writers—and readers—everywhere. Ironically for an industry built on
words, there has been a scarcity of written guidance on how to actually approach
the work of editing. This book will serve as a compendium of professional advice
and will be a resource both for those entering the profession (or already in it) and
for those outside publishing who seek an understanding of it. It sheds light on
how editors acquire books, what constitutes a strong author-editor relationship,
and the editor’s vital role at each stage of the publishing process—a role that
extends far beyond marking up the author’s text. This collection treats editing as
both art and craft, and also as a career. It explores how editors balance passion
against the economic realities of publishing. What Editors Do shows why, in the
face of a rapidly changing publishing landscape, editors are more important than
ever.
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Another hilarious, action-packed intergalactic adventure in the New York Times
bestselling series by superstar authors Henry Winkler and Lin Oliver Buddy’s outof-this-world adventures continue! Since Citizen Cruel failed to capture Buddy,
the Supreme Leader is left with no other choice: he must go to Earth himself to
make sure Buddy is returned to his home planet for the ultimate punishment.
While an unsuspecting Buddy is acting on his Hollywood sitcom, the Supreme
Leader’s powers of mind control weave a delicate web to entrap him. Will Buddy
be caught? Will he succumb to these menacing powers? Will the Earthlings ever
find out who Buddy Burger truly is? These are the questions that will keep
readers turning pages until the end of this action-packed, side-splitting comedy
adventure in the New York Times bestselling middle-grade series.
Bella is a lucky girl - she has a good job, an unbreakable circle of friends, and a
fiance better than her wildest dreams. So, why does she want to ruin the best
thing that ever happened to her by letting someone from her past meddle in her
life? Mike is consumed with the need to marry Bella and make her his as soon as
possible. There is nothing he wouldn't do for the woman he loves, but letting her
go is the one thing he'd rather avoid. Their love was fast, and their relationship
was built over the miles. But does that mean that their future wasn't meant to be?
When lies surface, and trust is shaken, will they choose each other? Or will
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someone else capture their happily ever after?
This eight lesson course began as a live workshop, which has now been
conducted in several countries including Germany, United Arab Emirates,
America, Holland and England. For seven years it has also been available as an
online correspondence course with students of many nationalities, living in many
countries. Practical, down to earth and crammed with information, tips and
secrets gleaned from the authors own 25 years as an international journalist,
writer and author, this program is perfect for anyone who wants to write articles
based on their own experience and get paid for it. This is the third edition and has
been fully revised and updated. Lessons include: Finding ideas Being a writer
How to write what editors want Beginnings, middles and ends Be your own editor
Markets and marketing Making it happen and bonus chapters: How to write a
book review 25 magic markets Blogging, tweeting and all that jazz
A family in pain, desperate to find out what is ripping apart their once tight-knit
group, turns to therapy for answers... but, as the initial four-hour session moves
ahead, more and more secrets are revealed. Will these secrets rip this family
apart forever? Can therapist Victoria Fields lead them back to each other and the
peace and happiness they once enjoyed as a family?
Express your imagination and creativity with this softcover journal book. Perfect
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for thoughts and feelings. Ideal for note-taking, to-do lists, personal reflections,
dreams, memories, observations and creative writing projects. This journal is
your place to explore in writing and drawing of all kinds. - Measures 6-x 9- Softcover - 160 pages - Black and white interior - Lined; college-ruled spacing
SEARCH -Premise Content- for more journals and sketch journals.
For more than a decade, writers have turned to William Germano for his insider’s take
on navigating the world of scholarly publishing. A professor, author, and thirty-year
veteran of the book industry, Germano knows what editors want and what writers need
to know to get their work published. Today there are more ways to publish than ever,
and more challenges to traditional publishing. This ever-evolving landscape brings
more confusion for authors trying to understand their options. The third edition of
Getting It Published offers the clear, practicable guidance on choosing the best path to
publication that has made it a trusted resource, now updated to include discussions of
current best practices for submitting a proposal, of the advantages and drawbacks of
digital publishing, and tips for authors publishing textbooks and in open-access
environments. Germano argues that it’s not enough for authors to write well—they also
need to write with an audience in mind. He provides valuable guidance on developing a
compelling book proposal, finding the right publisher, evaluating a contract, negotiating
the production process, and, finally, emerging as a published author. “This endlessly
useful and expansive guide is every academic’s pocket Wikipedia: a timely, relevant,
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and ready resource on scholarly publishing, from the traditional monograph to the
digital e-book. I regularly share it, teach it, and consult it myself, whenever I have a
question on titling a chapter, securing a permission, or negotiating a contract.
Professional advice simply does not get any savvier than this pitch-perfect manual on
how to think like a publisher.”—Diana Fuss, Princeton University
Can you earn a six-digit income doing this? No. If that's what you want, go away. I
became a part-time freelance editor in early 2000. I became a full-time freelance editor
in 2006. I define "full time" as 20 hours per week. This is my sole source of income.
When I see an ad which claims that you can earn a six-digit income editing on the
beach in your pajamas and fuzzy slippers, it isn't just common sense telling me that's a
scam. It's experience. In this book, I describe what's worked for me, in all the detail I
can, so you can do the same.
Great for Journaling and Writing - Makes the Perfect Gift This Writing Journal is a 8 x
10 soft cover journal notebook diary it has 126 lightly lined white pages with a
beautifully colored cover displaying an inspirational word. Words can make you feel
something you wish to remember, help you see things you don't wish to forget or they
make you do something to push you forward. Pick the word that inspires you!
Dimensions: 8 by 10 inches 126 Lightly Lined Pages (128 total pages) Makes the
Perfect Gift White Paper Matte Cover Softcover / Paperback / Notebook 10 Colors:
Aqua, Blue, Dark Blue, Green, Orange, Pink, Purple, Red, Teal and Yellow 36 Words:
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Abundance, Action, Attitude, Authentic, Believe, Blessings, Courage, Create,
Dedicated, Disciplined, Dreams, Encourage, Faith, Focus, Goals, Grace, Gratitude,
Honor, Hope, Inspire, Joy, Kindness, Love, Motivate, Opportunity, Overcome, Peace,
Positive, Purpose, Rejoice, Strategic, Strength, Success, Truth, Vision and Wisdom A
journal is a great tool for any of the following: a day timer, diary, notebook, travel
journal, health journal, idea book, thoughts and dreams, successes, failures, blessings,
wish lists, lists, habit tracking, bullet journaling, things grateful for, prayer lists, to write
thoughts and letters to your family, record medical information, a password notebook,
express your feelings, to-do lists, resolve problems, reduce stress, record events, track
your bucket list, keep your deepest secrets, song lyrics, track projects, write poetry,
positive quotes, bible verses, bible study notes, work through heartache or painful
memories, or use it for things that enhance your creativity and inspire you along with a
lot more. An easy way to search is type in Elf Owl Publishing, the word and color to get
the complete listing of what is available to show up. Example: Elf Owl Publishing Love
Orange - The words and colors available are listed above in the bullet point section. Be
sure to check out our entire line of products: Address Books, Password Journals,
Sermon Notes, Bible Study Notes, Bullet Dot Grid Style Journals, and more. Go to our
Author Page by clicking on Elf Owl Publishing under the title of this product. This is a
paperback, softcover, notebook style journal.
The most trusted guide to getting published! Want to get published and paid for your
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writing? Let the 2015 Writer's Market guide you through the process with thousands of
publishing opportunities for writers, including listings for book publishers, consumer and
trade magazines, contests and awards, and literary agents. These listings include
contact and submission information to help writers get their work published. Beyond the
listings, you'll find all-new editorial material devoted to the business and promotion of
writing, including advice on pitching to agents and editors, managing your freelance
business, and building a readership. This edition also includes the ever popular--and
updated--pay-rate chart, plus dozens of articles and essays like these: • Kate
Meadows, freelance writer and editor, shares seven habits of financially savvy writers. •
Carol Tice, professional writer, teaches you how to build your writing career with social
media. • Dana W. Todd, public relations professional, explains how to successfully
pitch you and your work like a PR pro. You also gain access to: • Lists of professional
writing organizations • Sample query letters • A free digital download of Writer's
Yearbook featuring the 100 Best Markets Finally, NEW TO THIS YEAR'S EDITION is
an exclusive webinar "How to Find More Success Freelancing," taught by Robert Lee
Brewer, editor of Writer's Market. It takes a lot more than flawless writing to be a
freelance writer. This hour-long webinar will help you to increase your chances of
success. You'll learn the current freelance landscape, how to find freelance
opportunities, how to secure assignments, negotiating strategies, and more. Whether
the goal is to publish a book, write a magazine article, or freelance for local businesses,
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this webinar is for writers looking to find more success with their freelancing and
ultimately make more money. "Every writer needs a toolbox filled with craft, a drop of
talent, and hope. Successful writers know they must add the Writer's Market. You
should too." -Barbara O'Neal, author of The All You Can Dream Buffet, 7-time RITA
award-winner, and RWA Hall of Fame member "The business of writing is
unnecessarily intimidating. Editors want good writing, so why can it be so hard to get
published. Writer's Market helps make sense of that big question, offering the kind of
straight-shooting advice writers needs. I bought my first copy over a decade ago and
still feel grateful that I was able to send my first submissions without embarrassing
myself. Writer's Market is an invaluable tool that I find myself recommending again and
again." -Erica Wright, author of the novel The Red Chameleon and poetry collection
Instructions for Killing the Jackal, as well as Senior Editor for Guernica Magazine
The Author's Book Journal is a must have for anyone writing a book or a novel. It easily
lets you keep track of events and characters in your chapters. There are dedicated
pages for 100 chapters, plus main character profiles, secondary characters profiles and
also pages to note reference research sources, acknowledgements, quotes, notes,
prologue, epilogue, back cover blurb, beta readers, ARC reviews, publishing details,
author details. You also have some extra pages at the back for making notes on ideas
for your next book. Keep all your book information in one handy place. Journal size
7x10 inches.
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A boy with synesthesia—a condition that causes him to see colors when he hears
sounds—tries to uncover what happened to his beautiful new neighbor—and if he was
ultimately responsible in this “compelling and emotionally charged mystery that
warrants comparisons to Mark Haddon’s The Curious Incident of the Dog in the NightTime” (Library Journal). In this highly original “fantastic debut” (Publishers Weekly,
starred review), thirteen-year-old Jasper Wishart lives in a world of dazzling color that
no one else can see, least of all his dad. Words, numbers, days of the week, people’s
voices—everything has its own unique shade. But recently Jasper has been haunted by
a color he doesn’t like or understand: the color of murder. Convinced he’s done
something terrible to his neighbor, Bee Larkham, Jasper revisits the events of the last
few months to paint the story of their relationship from the very beginning. As he
struggles to untangle the knot of untrustworthy memories and colors that will lead him
to the truth, it seems that there’s someone else out there determined to stop him—at
any cost. Full of page-turning suspense and heart-wrenching poignancy—as well as
plenty of humor—The Color of Bee Larkham’s Murder is “completely original and
impossible to predict” (Benjamin Ludwig, author of Ginny Moon) with a unique hero
who will stay with you long after you turn the last page.
King is arrogant, cocky, and everything your heart tells you to stay away from. Ever is
sassy and strong willed. Together these two are explosive...but getting there is a
challenge. A challenge King happily accepts no matter how bad Ever fights it. SynopsisPage 17/20
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Kingsley Lennox, AKA King, has been dubbed a genius of the architectural world.
Anything he touches turns to gold, and being as successful as he is, his work is his
number one priority. He doesn't have time to date or deal with the slew of women that
gawk at him just because of his perfect face and chiseled body. Plus, no one has
interested him enough to give a shit, until the smart mouthed Everly Adams, AKA Ever,
wakes to the noise of him restoring the building next door to hers. Ever, like King,
doesn't have the time or the desire to date, she's been through so much. So when she
meets King, she can't help but want nothing at all to do with the arrogant asshole. For
one, they share nothing in common. For another, he's pompous, cocky, and throws his
money around as if that will win her heart. Did I mention he's fucking crazy and very
controlling? No, thank you! But when King sets his mind to something, he accomplishes
it...always has, always will. Ever is the biggest challenge he's faced, but will she be the
only person he can't impress? Can King win her over, all while hiding the truth about
who he really is? ***This book is an Erotic Romance novel and contains mature subject
matter. It is not intended for those under 18 years of age.***
Sometimes there are little things you didn't know about that can change everything, and
that's why I decided to write this guide. It is a compilation of things that have taken me
sixteen years to learn, and I am going to give you the chance to learn it all in sixty
minutes! Yay! Talk about a return in time investment! Hmmm... That's a great tag line. I
think I'm going to put it on the back cover. The insights collected throughout this book
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are all things I wish I could have had in a book, in my hand, the day I decided I was
finally going to put my butt in the chair and write a novel. Having this would have moved
my learning curve up by years. Literally. So many of these were mistakes I made over
and over again until some kind soul finally pointed it out, or until I had seen it (and
hated it) in enough other authors' stories to finally recognize it in my own. Before you
pay an editor to bleed red all over your manuscript with their pen, grab hold of as many
of these rules as you can and squeeze them until the metaphorical blood drips from
your imaginary fist. Use it to fill your own red pen and then go bleed red on your story
first. You will get more benefit, and learn more, from an editor who doesn't have to
correct these kinds of mistakes for you. And it will cost you less in the long run. You will
never find anyone else in the writing world whose blood is less precious or expensive
than your own.
Hundreds of books have been written on the art of writing. Here at last is a book by two
professional editors to teach writers the techniques of the editing trade that turn
promising manuscripts into published novels and short stories. In this completely
revised and updated second edition, Renni Browne and Dave King teach you, the
writer, how to apply the editing techniques they have developed to your own work.
Chapters on dialogue, exposition, point of view, interior monologue, and other
techniques take you through the same processes an expert editor would go through to
perfect your manuscript. Each point is illustrated with examples, many drawn from the
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hundreds of books Browne and King have edited.
1960s -- March 24. Billionaire Lyndon Surway takes off in his private plane and never
returns. His will leaves the entirety of his wealth--one of the largest fortunes in
history--to his "dear friend Lucian Baker." Only there is no trace of anyone by that
name. And the fortune itself is nowhere to be found.Andrew Day knows nothing of
wealth and privilege, but he won a scholarship to study at the most exclusive school in
the country, in the town where the mystery, decades later, remains unsolved. There he
discovers friendship and danger with the aristocratic Cameron and the beautiful Olivia.
But watchful eyes follow him everywhere... Until, one night, he comes across a secret
that will change his life. As he begins to unravel what really happened to the Surway
fortune, the question remains: who is Lucian Baker?
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